
THE BAZAAR BY JOSÉ ANDRÉS 

Flavor Scale:      1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Mild Cigars 
 
Montecristo: White Series $36 
Flavor: 2.5 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

A complex smoke without an overwhelming amount of strength, 
delivers a rich, creamy and well-rounded taste. 
 
Ashton Cabinet Vintage: Pyramid $34 
Flavor: 2.5 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

This cigar uses 1994 vintage tobaccos from Dominican farms.  
This exceptional cigar has been uniquely crafted to deliver 
exceptional quality and flavors. 
 
Arturo Fuente: Chateau $22 
Flavor: 2.5 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

A blend of Dominican filler and binder combine well with the 
rich flavor of the Connecticut Shade Wrapper. 
 
Macanudo: Hyde Park $20 
Flavor: 2 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

A mild and easy to smoke cigars delivers consistent quality 
construction and familiar flavor are truly a pleasure to enjoy. 
 

Medium Bodied Cigars 
 
Cohiba: Red Dot Tube $48 
Flavor: 3.5 Wrapper: Cameroon 

Within this medium body cigar is the product of 5 years worth of 
research. This blend is reminiscence of the Cuban blends of old, 
and sure to delight smokers of every veriety. 
 
Montecristo: Box Pressed $36 
Flavor: 3.5 Wrapper: Habano 

This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935 and delivers cedar 
flavors in abundance, and a musty, smoky flavor jumps off the 
palate 

Medium Bodied Cigars 
 
Romeo y Julieta: Clemenceau $24 
Flavor: 3 Wrapper: Indonesian 

A medium bodied cigar blended with Dominican Olar filler and 
binder from the famed Cibao Valley.   
 
Arturo Fuente Short Story: Perfecto $22 
Flavor: 3.5 Wrapper: Cameroon 

This very rich yet mild bodied cigar is flavorful and has an almost 
sweet undertones and a rich aroma. 
 

Full Bodied Cigars 
 
Opus x $96 
Flavor: 4 Wrapper: Dominican Rosado 

This prestigious cigar is made from 100% Dominican tobacco 
from the private farms of Chateau de la Fuente., producing heavy 
cedar tones and pepper spice. 
 
Padron Anniversario 1964 $49 
Flavor: 4 Wrapper: Nicaragua 

From Jose Padron’s famous brand comes his signature vintage 
line, the 1964.  Deep and rich this very full-bodied cigar is for 
the experienced smoker. 
 
 Hoyo De Monterey: Excalibur $24 

Big, rich, and with deep woody undertones, this incredibly well 
constructed smoke combines Dominican filler with an oily sun 
grown Maduro wrapper. 
 
Punch: Pita $16 
Flavor: 4 Wrapper: Ecuadorian 

The Pita is rich and full flavor. Made of maduro Ecuadorian 
wrapper, creates a big body, robust cigar. 
 
 

Rare and Hard to Find Cigars 
 
Gurhka: Her Majesty Reserve $2000 
Flavor: 4 Infused 1970 Louis XIII 
 Wrapper: Connecticut Maduro 

This rare and famous cigar is comprised of 30 year old tobacco on 
the Connecticut Maduro wrapper and the filler is 7th prime 27 
year aged Dominican.  The entire cigar has been infused with a 
full shot of the finest cognac in the world, Louis XIII. The 
amazing aroma is sealed in this wax cased crystal tube to lock in 
the flavor and the quality.   
 
 
1940 Gurkha: Shaggies Churchill $175 
Cuban Made: Pinar Del Rio farms Wrapper: Rosado 

Introduced in 2001 as part of a 350-box cache, this incredible 
smoke has history galore!  The “shaggy” construction was created 
to expose the filler leaves and binder to the most wary of 
consumers.  Tale has it that this was to unmask counterfeiters of 
cigars, not in 2000 but in 1940!  Even then, “Fake Cubans” 
were everywhere! 
Remember you must trim the mustache before you light! 
 

Flavor Infused Cigars 
 
Acid: Kuba Kuba $21 
Flavor: 2.5 Wrapper: Sumatran 
 


